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What's Next On The List? It had been shown under camping. It's just many lined webpages with Bucketlist written at
the top. Guess I should browse the description better! And we still add to it periodically while occasionally we use other
groups of pages to make new lists such as for example, steps we'll take in improving our home or career. But it did get
us writing our bucket list that was fun. We are glad to have it. Cover may be the most interesting thing about this. First
of almost all, this was supposed to arrive in two days, but it took six and was therefore too late to be given as a present,
that was the complete point of my order. Second, it is uninteresting and low quality. I expected some fine web pages
with interesting fonts or decorated webpages at the very least. It appears like news print with a MS Word table pasted
inside. Extremely unimpressive. I cannot give it as a gift; it would be embarassing. Liar. Usually do not buy this. Oh, and
the publisher should switch their name "Creative Smart Journals" isn't descriptive of them at all. My husband and I are
taking turns adding to the set of things we want to try. Really cute specifically for a gift to your significant other! It does
have target dates in it in order that is good, required it on our outings so it is small enough to squeeze in a backpack.
But for the price I'd buy it again because it does all the function for me I just have to fill in the blanks.Good book for
making lists.!! We've driven the around the US multiple times and it's fun to avoid at the funky places (believe World's
Largest Electric powered Shovel or The Coondog Cemetery). Hearing or reading about these locations and chronicling for
our following ROAD TRIP! Great idea to keep an eye on trips to take and what to see on those trips! She likes the layout
of the book, simple and easy to fill out. This is part of a ROMANTIC DAYS CELEBRATION gift, and she's already started
composing in it. She's preparing our first trip specifically from a bucket list perspective. The present went over
therefore well, she in fact focuses more upon this than the costly portion of the present. But, you know, get the costly
thing, too. Fun idea! Amazon fibs Not mainly because advertised. There is nothing creative or intelligent. Five Stars My
spouse loved this gift for valentines day Great gift Fiance loved this for Valentine's day. We can't wait to fill up the
pages. I really like it. Dont buy. My husband and I like this book, but we had to laugh whenever we opened it. Has nothing
to do with locations. Save your valuable money. Something special for my 21 year old granddaughter who loves to travel.
One of my most successful gift purchases My partner loves it. Fun life planning Neat! small notebook kind of not worth
the money, you can do your own in a notebook computer, nonetheless it is ok. It's a great anniversary or wedding gift
The book had a small treat in the building on Cute! Great Such a lovely book to write your list on.
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